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A glimpse into the creative heart of today’s
most talented sewing & quilting artists.
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Road trip!  Whether taking a summer vacation or travelling 
year round, visiting museums is an insightful way to quickly 
expand horizons.  Even when I travel for a work event, I try 
to dash off to a museum.  Who knows when, or even if, I will 
ever return?  Two hours is all I need.  Exploring museums 
often leads to insightful conversations and delightful 
encounters.  Frequently, due to conflicting schedules, I must 
visit a museum alone, before meeting up with friends and 
colleagues.  I admit sometimes when in a new locale, I must 
push myself to step outside my comfort zone, after all, friends 
are comforting!  I can view exhibits at my own pace and 
scooting around town seemingly increases my confidence 
and sense of exploration, even when I make a wrong turn.

Before your next out of town trip, do a little research on local 
museums.  Get out and explore!  Quilters and sewists are a 
friendly bunch that are bound to brighten your day.
Sew SCHMETZ & Grabbit® Too!

Rhonda Pierce
Spokesperson, SCHMETZneedles.com
info@SCHMETZneedles.com
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YOU to Sew?
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Quilt Museums
Note from Rita Farro:

When I started to write this article, I intended to make a list of some of the best quilt 
museums in the United States.  The first thing I realized is that there are FAR TOO MANY 
MUSEUMS to make a comprehensive list.  The second thing I discovered is that these 
museums came into being because of the passion of ONE PERSON — usually a woman — 
who dreamed about creating something beautiful so that other people could enjoy it.  So, 
the history of a quilt museum is much like the history of the individual quilts they honor.  I 
love that . . . it feels like the perfect circle. 
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No two quilts are alike.  Just like snowflakes (or people), every quilt is unique and has its own story.  When you look at 
any quilt, you might notice the different fabrics, the use of color, the design, the stitching . . . and maybe you get a sense 
of the person who created it.  But who was that person?  And what was their story?  The sad truth is, those stories were 
often lost.  Even quilts considered to be exquisite works of art have anonymous, mysterious makers.
  
Maybe that speaks to the humility of quilters.  They didn’t know they were creating a work of art.  They were simply 
doing something they loved . . . probably to give as a gift to somebody they loved. Their work was rarely signed.

But NOW WE KNOW.  Quilts are one-of-a-kind unique works of art that deserve to be admired, viewed and honored.   
The good news is that no matter where you live in the United States, chances are there is an excellent quilt museum 
within driving distance.  

Depending on your quilt interest and your location, you’ll want to do your own Google Search!  But, just to give you an 
idea of what’s out there, we’ll highlight a few outstanding quilt museums.

*************

Blue Basket, Paragon Needlecraft Company Kit #01101, Circa 1950
Maker Unknown

Ardis and Robert James Collection
The International Quilt Study Center & Museum
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The Rocky Mountain Quilt Museum in Golden, Colorado is 
an excellent example of how ONE DETERMINED WOMAN can 
change the world she lives in.

Eugenia Mitchell was a long-time Golden resident.  She was 
intensely frugal, very creative and considered herself an 
expert at making do with what was available. Born in Brazil 
in 1903 to missionary parents, Eugenia grew up in Iowa. She 
moved to Golden in 1951 with her second husband (who died 
a few years later from a snake bite). 

Eugenia was a passionate quilter and a quilt collector who 
haunted thrift stores and antique shops in search of treasure. 
At age 80, she decided her quilts should be preserved and 
seen by the public.  She needed a museum.  Sporting her 
trademark head-to-toe quilted clothing, Eugenia worked for 
nine years, holding trunk shows, giving lectures, teaching 
classes, and talking to anyone who would listen in order to 
acquire enough money and support to start a quilt museum. 

The Rocky Mountain Quilt Museum opened to the public in 
1990 with 101 of Eugenia’s quilts as the foundation for the 
museum’s collection.  Eugenia remained active well into her 
90s until Alzheimer’s forced her to enter a nursing home. She 
died in 2006 at age 103.

Today, thanks to Eugenia and the hard work of devoted 
volunteers and generous members, the museum has become 
a center for the local quilting community and a must-see 
destination on many a Colorado vacation. In 25 years, the 
museum has grown into a repository for more than 500 quilts 
and home to the 6,000-volume Sandra Dallas Library. 

Here now in spirit, Eugenia welcomes visitors from across the 
country and around the globe, and her dream of the Rocky 
Mountain Quilt Museum lives on as a cultural legacy.

Rocky Mountain
Quilt Museum

Golden, CO
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The National Quilt Museum in Paducah, KY is a spacious 
27,000 square feet and is the brainchild of Bill and Meredith 
Schroeder. Both quilting enthusiasts, they aimed to start a 
museum that would celebrate the work of today’s quilters and 
advance the art of quilting by bringing it to audiences that 
had previously not experienced the art form. The Schroeder’s 
chose to build the museum in Paducah, Kentucky to give back 
to the community in which they lived for many years. The $2.2 
million facility sits two blocks from the Ohio River in historic 
downtown Paducah.

The National Quilt Museum continues to support quilters and 
advance the art of quilting by displaying exceptional quilt and 
fiber art exhibits, providing workshops and other educational 
opportunities, and promoting the art of quilting.

The museum’s on-site and traveling exhibits are viewed by 
over 110,000 people per year. The museum changes exhibits 
8-10 times per year, so visitors enjoy a unique experience 
every time they visit.  On the day the museum opened in 1991, 
the entire collection included 85 quilts that were on loan from 
the founders. Over time, the collection has expanded both 
in quantity and diversity. Today, the museum’s collection 
exceeds 600 works of art and continues to grow. In addition to 
exhibiting the exceptional works from their own collections, 
throughout the year the museum also features traveling 
exhibits made up of breathtaking works of quilt and fiber art.

The National 
Quilt Museum

Paducah, KY
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The International Quilt Study Center & Museum,  Lincoln 
Nebraska was established in June 1997 when native 
Nebraskans, Ardis and Robert James, donated nearly 1,000 
quilts to the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. The story of the 
IQSCM was beautifully told in an obituary that appeared in the 
New York Times on July 16, 2011. Here are some excerpts:

Ardis Butler James*, a Nebraska-born philanthropist, and her 
husband established what is now the largest public collection of 
quilts in the world, encompassing humbly elegant bed coverings 
by anonymous 18th-century hands and avant-garde wall 
hangings by celebrated 21st-century artists. . . .

Mrs. James and her husband, Robert, started the International 
Quilt Study Center & Museum at the University of Nebraska, 
Lincoln, in 1997. Begun with a donation of nearly a thousand 
quilts — then valued at more than $6 million — from the couple’s 
personal collection, it is today home to more than 3,500 quilts 
spanning three centuries and two dozen countries.

In collaboration with the center, the university offers the only 
academic quilt-studies program in the world. Students can earn 
master’s and doctoral degrees centering on the social history, 
economics, aesthetics and technology of quilt making.

The James’ were among the first people to collect these quilts 
in quantity, and the center includes work they acquired by 
prominent contemporary quilt makers like Nancy Crow, Faith 
Ringgold, Susan Shie and Michael James, who is now the Ardis 
James professor of textiles, clothing and design at Nebraska.

Mrs. James had long been a fabric addict, an affliction most 
commonly seen in women and not universally understood by 
men. She was fortunate: Once, offered a fur coat by her husband, 
she chose a sewing machine instead and he did not demur. (A 
friend of hers, by contrast, had to spirit her fabric purchases home 
in a grocery bag, concealed beneath a mound of potatoes.)

*America Alliance of Museums Member

 

The International Quilt Study 
Center & Museum

Lincoln, NE
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— written by Rita Farro

So, who’s up for a ROAD TRIP??  Check out your own area — 
or visit a quilt museum during your family vacation.  Best 
idea?  GRAB YOUR QUILT SISTERS AND PLAN A ROAD TRIP!  

American Folk Art Museum
New York, New York 

Great Lakes Quilt Center 
Michigan State 

University Museum
East Lansing, Michigan

IOWA Quilt Museum
Winterset, Iowa

Kalona Quilt & Textile Museum
Kalona, Iowa

Latimer Quilt & Textile Center
Tillamook, Oregon

A sampling of wonderful quilt museums around the country:

Levy County Quilt Museum 
Chiefland, Florida

The New England Quilt Museum
Lowell, Massachusetts

Pacific Northwest 
Quilt & Fiber Arts Museum

LaConner, Washington

Quilter’s Hall of Fame and 
Marie Webster House

Marion, Indiana

San Jose Museum
of Quilts and Textiles 

San Jose, California

The Texas Quilt Museum
LaGrange, TX

The Virginia Quilt Museum
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Wisconsin Museum
of Quilts and Fiber Arts

Cedarburg, Wisconsin
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Needle System
130/705 H

Needle Systems

130/705 H
Home sewing machines require a flat shank needle with a scarf. All needles in 
this system have a scarf and flattened shank for perfect positioning in the needle 
bar in relation to the hook. 

15x1 H
Cross reference to 130/705 H.

Flat Shank Scarf Eye
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